School Arrival Traffic Patterns
Traffic Patterns for parents who drop students off and pick
them up will take place in front of the ND or WECHS
Building. Parents can begin dropping their students off at
8:30 A.M. The picture to the right shows the front of the
building and the arrows indicates the traffic pattern in the
roundabout in front of the ND building. Parents will follow the
roundabout for screening.
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Students cannot exit their parent’s vehicle before
a screening is done.
Parents will wait in line in the roundabout until student is screened
If a student is not symptomatic (does not display a fever or exhibit any
symptoms), he/she may be allowed to exit the vehicle and enter the building
through the front door.
Students will report to first period class.
If student is symptomatic, he/she will remain in the car and return home
Parents can follow the directional pattern and exit the parking lot.
If inclement weather, the screener will still conduct screenings in the
roundabout and same procedure followed

School Dismissal
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If students are dismissed early for appointments,
parents must come into the building to sign the
student out. Parents will be screened upon arrival in
the building. Parents need to have identification
when checking students out before the end of the
school day.
Dismissal for car riders will begin at 4:20, one
class at a time. Parents who arrive early are
encouraged to park in an available parking space
either in front of WECHS or in Visitor’s Parking. The
Visitors parking lot, as pictured on the right, for
parent pick-up is across the street from WECHS Parking Lot.
Car riders will exit from the back door and students will walk to their parents’
vehicles.
Please make sure to communicate with your son/daughter whether they will be
picked up from Visitor’s Parking or in front of the building.
For parents who are waiting, if you are circling around the roundabout, please
continue to loop around, as you cannot park in the circle. CFCC Cosmetology
students will be leaving class and arriving at the same time that WECHS is
dismissing.

